Rex FAQs
1. In comparison to the XTpc+, what is different?
o The Rex transmitter is less than 2 inches thick, weighs less than 4 pounds, and offers
a handle with a comfortable grip. The receiver remains lightweight and retractable
for easy carrying and storage. Both the receiver and transmitter fit into a custom
shoulder bag with all its accessories.

2. Are the frequencies offered by Rex the same as the XTpc+?
o Yes. However, in the Inductive mode, Rex also operates at 33 kHz (in addition to 82
kHz).
3. Are the accessories for the XTpc+ compatible with Rex?
o Yes. You can use the same leads, clamps, and battery charger.
4. Is the Rex transmitter’s battery rechargeable? Do I have access to the battery?
o The battery is rechargeable, and it is also replaceable.
o Please see the Rex Manual at www.schonstedt.com/rex for instructions on
removing and replacing the transmitter’s battery.
5. Does Rex have a Passive mode?
o Yes. When the receiver is first turned on, it defaults to the passive mode. The
transmitter is not needed.
6. Does Rex have an inductive antenna?
o Yes. The Inductive antenna is built into the handle. An arrow on the transmitter
designates how the unit should be placed with respect to the orientation of the
utility.
7. Is the transmitter water resistant?
o Yes. The transmitter and receiver both have an IP54 Rating.

8. What does IP54 mean?
o IP stands for “Ingress Protection”. The rating refers to a standard way to test
equipment to determine what size of dust particles and intensity of water spray it
can take. Rated IP54, the Rex can operate under the normal dust and rain
conditions encountered in most locating environments.
9. Does the trade-in program still apply?
o Yes. The same trade-in amounts, terms and conditions still apply.
10. Can I upgrade my XTpc+ to a Rex?
o Yes. You can purchase the Rex transmitter as a stand-alone item and upgrade your
existing XTpc+ receiver for a small fee. Please contact our Customer Service Team at
800-999-8280 or info@schonstedt.com for additional information.
11. Is the REX system affordable?
o At a retail value of $2845, the REX is less than the XTpc+. Rex is also $500 - $750
below the price of most brands of multi-frequency locators with similar capabilities.
12. What is the warranty for REX?
o Rex comes with an industry-leading 3 year warranty. You also get an additional 6
months of warranty coverage when you register the warranty card online at
www.schonstedt.com/welcome.
13. Is there a combination kit where Rex is paired with a magnetic locator?
o Yes. The first of its kind, a MPC-REX kit is available for purchase. MPC-Rex is a MultiPurpose Combo Kit that has Rex bundled with a GA-92XTd magnetic locator.
14. I just bought an XTpc+. Will you continue to honor the warranty and service?
o Yes. All XTpc+ Pipe & Cable Locators came with a 3 year warranty. Feel free to check
the status of your warranty at www.schonstedt.com/support/find-your-warranty/. If
service is needed on your XTpc+, please visit www.schonstedt.com/support/repairdepartment/ for additional information and to obtain a Repair Form.

